The following (solitaire) game is considered: Initially each node of a simple, connected, nite graph contains a nite number of chips. A move consists in ring all nodes with at least as many chips as their degree, where ring a node corresponds to sending one of the node's chips to each one of the node's neighbors.
Introduction
Consider the following game: Each node of a connected nite graph contains a pile of chips. A move in the game consists of selecting one node with at least as many chips as its degree, and ring that node by moving one chip of its pile to each one of its neighbors. This game is known as the chip ring game.
The parallel chip ring game, is similar to the chip ring game, except that now a move consists in ring simultaneously all nodes with at least as many chips as their respective degree. Since the total number of chips in a parallel chip ring game remains constant, these games eventually exhibit periodic behavior.
Chip ring games have been independently introduced and are related to many problems, some of which we brie y mention in this section. Ta88] showed that if a chip ring game over an undirected graph terminates, then it terminates in a polynomial (in the number of nodes of the underlying graph) number of steps. Eriksson Er91] showed that when the underlying graph is directed then a terminating game can be exponentially long. Chip ring games are also related to Petri nets, and, as pointed out in GK93] to the sand-pile model analyzed in physics.
Parallel chip ring games where studied by Goles and Bitar in BG92] , where it is shown that these games converge towards periods of length at most 2 when played on an undirected nite connected acyclic graph. It was conjectured in Bi89] that for arbitrary undirected connected graphs on N nodes, parallel chip ring games have periods of length at most N.
Prisner Pr93] later showed that on every strongly connected Eulerian multidigraph there is a parallel chip ring game that evolves into a steady state with period equal to the length of the longest dicycle in the underlying digraph. In Pr93] it was conjectured that this was the longest possible achievable period for a parallel chip ring on such digraphs. In this work we disprove both previously mentioned conjectures.
Preliminaries
We will say G = (G(G); c 0 (G)) is a game, if G(G) is a graph with node set V (G) and c 0 (G) = (c 0 (v; G)) v2V(G) is an initial distribution of chips on the nodes of G(G). All graphs we will consider are nite connected and undirected. We will always assume that the total number of chips in the initial distribution is nite. For a non-negative integer t we will denote by c t (G) = (c t (v; G)) v2V(G) the distribution of chips on the nodes of G(G) obtained after t moves of the parallel chip ring game played on the graph G(G) with initial position c 0 (G). We shall denote by period(G) the smallest positive integer p such that c t+p (G) = c t (G) for some t. Furthermore, for every non-negative integer k, t k (v; G) will denote the (k +1)-th time step node v of G(G) res, and period(v; G) will denote the smallest positive integer p such that t k+p (v; G) = t k (v; G) for all except nitely many k's.
The following basic fact about parallel chip ring games was established in Pr93]. For completeness we review its proof.
Lemma 1 ( Pr93]) For every game G, period(G) = lcm (period(v; G)) v2V (G) : Proof: Let p be period(G), and l be lcm (period(v; G)) v2V (G) . Clearly, l is at most p. if, after t moves, of game G n , there are two chips at node v i (G n ) and no chips at node v i+1 (mod n) (G n ). Say that v i (G n ) is a vehicle node if there is a vehicle either at node v i (G n ) or v i?1 (mod n) (G n ). From now on, we will assume that n 6 is a multiple of 3, and we will take as initial distribution of chips, c 0 (G n ), one where there are vehicles at nodes v i (G n ) if i 0 (mod 3) and i 6 = 3, another vehicle at node v 2 (G n ), and where there is one chip in every non-vehicle node (see Figure 1(b) ). It is not hard to see that with each move the vehicles turn counter-clockwise in G(G n ), in particular, the following holds:
3k if k 0 (mod 3), k 6 = 1, and k < n=3
Hence, by Lemma 1, period(G) period(v 0 (G n ); G n ) = n.
Let n 1 ; : : :; n l 6 be multiples of 3, and consider the game G, obtained from the games G n1 ; : : :; G nl as follows:
G(G) has node set S l j=1 V (G nj ) fvg. The nodes in V (G nj ) are connected as in the graph G(G nj ), and v is connected to v 0 (G n1 ); : : :; v 0 (G nl ) (see Figure 2) . The initial distribution of chips on the nodes V (G n1 ); : : :; V (G nl ) is given by c 0 (G n1 ); : : :; c 0 (G nl ) respectively, except for the fact that one more chip is added to the nodes v 0 (G n1 ); : : :; v 0 (G nl ). Initially v has no chips. (See Figure 2) . We want to lower bound the period of the game G. clearly showing that the period of G is not bounded by any polynomial in jV (G)j.
